
Next Generation Science Standards 
 

This week I want to write about the Next Generation Science Standards 
(NGSS) and why I believe Iowa should not be using them for our schools. 
 
The Next Generation Science Standards are the science standards for K-12 
schools and they are designed to go along with the Common Core. The 
Common Core are standards in math and English which Iowa has already 
adopted. I have written about this in the past and the need to get out of the 
Common Core system, which is a de facto system of control by the federal 
and state government over K-12 education. It destroys local control of our 
schools which has always been important to Iowans because it is part of our 
nation’s foundation of liberty, which includes the right to direct our 
children’s education.  
 
The Next Generation Science Standards were adopted by the State Board of 
Education in 2015. There is a 4-year process to implement these standards 
in our K-12 schools and so the target date of implementation of these 
standards is school year 2018/2019. As of last December, 18 states have 
adopted NGSS.  
 
They were created by some of the same groups, like Achieve, Inc., that 
created Common Core math and are designed to fit with it. An instrumental 
group was the research arm of the National Academy of Sciences, the 
Washington D.C.-based National Research Council, which works closely 
with the federal government. 13 federal agencies including NASA, the EPA, 
and the Dept. of the Interior also had a hand in creating the NGSS.  
 
These standards were examined by scientists and mathematicians and the 
conservative think tank Fordham Institute and were given a “C” grade.  
 
The Next Generation Science Standards are much more detailed and 
prescriptive than the Iowa Core science standards that K-12 schools used 
previously. Those standards left much more control in the hands of the 
local teachers and schools than NGSS does.  
 
According to a number of reviewers, they promote a too simplified 
understanding of science, some content is inaccurate and their wording is 
confusing and incoherent. Some central scientific concepts are ignored, 



such as acids and bases in chemistry. There is also a failure to include 
essential math content that is critical to science learning in physics and 
chemistry.  
 
There is a shift away from traditional biology, chemistry, and physics over 
to engineering and technology. These added areas have resulted in a 
lowering of standards in those traditionally studied science areas of biology, 
chemistry, and physics, especially chemistry and physics even more so, due 
to trying to include these additional subjects.  
 
NGSS is not rigorous enough to support STEM and the task force originally 
convened to review the standards openly admitted that in their report. The 
result will be that from using NGSS alone, students will not be prepared to 
major in STEM subjects at a 4-year university.  
 
There is a focus on students performing activities rather than learning a 
base of knowledge and information needed to engage in scientific 
reasoning. Recommended “practices” dominate NGSS, while basic science 
knowledge, which should be the ultimate goal of K-12 science education, 
becomes secondary under these standards.  
 
Somehow learning facts has become demeaning and it’s all about activities, 
experiences, critical thinking, problem-solving and collaboration. While all 
those are good and can and should be included, basic science knowledge 
and facts must be an important part, if not central, to what is taught.  
 
According to Heartland Institute, a conservative public policy think tank, 
NGSS “pushes scientific activities on students while stripping much of the 
knowledge base essential for science and scientific literacy, which research 
has shown is a failed teaching method. Children need both core knowledge 
and practical experience in every subject.”  
 
There is also a definite and prominent focus on promoting politically 
controversial topics of climate change, man’s negative impact on the 
environment, and evolution as scientific fact that do not belong in a science 
curriculum. They are taught under the guise of “objective science” when 
there are plenty of other science topics to cover for the grades levels K-12. 
This is nothing less than indoctrination, not education.  
 



Teaching interdisciplinary topics like climate science and theories 
regarding earth and man’s origins is also a distraction, when they need to 
be learning the rudiments of the basic science disciplines. This is a fad and 
those who promote that forget they went through the basic science 
disciplines themselves and that those disciplines represent real bodies of 
knowledge. Students absolutely must understand the rudiments first. 
 
Heartland Institute reports: “The Next Generation Science Standards 
convey an anti-human message regarding human activities, population 
growth, and environmental impacts that is not scientifically justified. They 
certainly convey an environmental activist bias. These standards contain an 
ideological tendency toward politics as a substitute for actual science, 
particularly in the area of highly debatable global warming alarmism, which 
is falsely assumed as reality in these standards. This is taught from 
kindergarten forward, and assume people are a net negative for the Earth 
while ignoring the truth that humans have both positive and negative 
effects on the environment. This manifests itself in standards attempting to 
tell children that overpopulation is a grave danger, a 1970’s false alarm that 
has been thoroughly debunked. The Earth has not gotten warmer in the 
past 15 years, and a good deal of evidence suggests a slightly warmer planet 
means a greener planet. These and other scientific facts are important for 
children to know about the global warming debate, which the Common 
Core standards pretend is settled with a negative verdict for humans.”  
 
Frank Niepold, co-chair of the Climate Education Interagency Working 
Group at the U.S. Global Change Research Program, celebrated the new 
science standards for their potential to shift the nation’s schools towards 
teaching the liberal view of climate change. This kind of indoctrination has 
no place in schools. 
 
According to Education Week, “The standards make clear that evolution is 
fundamental to understanding the life sciences.” Although evolution has 
been taught in our public schools for decades, NGSS teaches it more 
systematically and dogmatically than has been done in the past.  
 
NGSS teaches evolution as a scientific fact, not merely a theory. According 
to NGSS, the universe and all life evolved over billions of years by chance 
and natural laws, by means of unguided natural selection and other 
naturalistic processes. The whole evolutionary process is taught as if it were 
well-proven, although careful examination of the evidence often reveals 



more assumptions than strong evidence. Even scientific evidence that 
challenges evolution is not taught in NGSS.  
 
The bottom line is evolution requires faith since it cannot be proven using 
the scientific method. Whether we want to admit it or not, the reality is 
teaching evolution in this way means that a ‘faith’ is being taught in the 
classroom which amounts to indoctrination, not education.  
 
The obvious effect of this will be to indoctrinate our children into accepting 
a materialistic, atheistic worldview. This is unacceptable to many parents in 
Iowa.  
 
There is no mention in NGSS of the logical alternative of an intelligent 
Creator who designed and supernaturally created the universe and the first 
living things. Thus a one-sided view is being taught in the classroom. We 
should either leave the teaching of evolution out, and teach the plenty of 
other legitimate science topics to cover in K-12 or else teach it as the theory 
it really is and present evidence against it as well as alternatives and their 
evidence. NGSS does not allow for either of these options.  
 
In conclusion, for all these reasons above I do not believe we should be 
using Next Generation Science Standards in our schools. Rather we should 
use the previous Iowa Core standards as a suggested guideline for our 
schools, with schools and teachers having the option to modify them to fit 
their students’ and classroom needs. 
 
Feel free to contact me with ideas, thoughts, and concerns. My phone is 
319-987-3021 or you can email me at sandy.salmon@legis.iowa.gov . I want 
to hear what you are thinking and will listen to your input. Together we will 
work to make a difference for the future of Iowa. Thank you very much for 
the honor of representing you!  
 
Sincerely,  
 

Sandy 
 


